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ABSTRACT
Mining a discrete event simulation model from data has always been a big challenge, which is related to
the problem of system inference in systems theory. D2FD (Data to Fuzzy-DEVS model) method can be
used to discover a discrete event simulation model. This method not only provides a way of data mining
but also integrates process mining with the modularity, frequency, timing aspects and event data. This
paper presents a mature tool applying D2FD method. This tool is implemented as an available and
dedicated plug-in within the open-source process mining toolkit ProM. The simulation tool SimStudio is
embedded in this plug-in and it can simulate Fuzzy-DEVS atomic and coupled model. Two case studies
of real life processes, taken from Rabobank Group ICT and Dutch Employee Insurance Agency, are
analyzed to evaluate this tool.
1

INTRODUCTION

Systems theory (Simon 1991) is related to the study which uses the mathematical models to describe
systems. The knowledge of the system can be organized in a 4-level hierarchy (Klir 2013) as shown in
Figure 1. The source level identifies a portion of the real world where we are going to measure and
observe; the data level is a data base of measurements and observations made for the source system; the
generative level uses formulas or other means to constitute knowledge; the structure level describes the
component systems that are interconnected together. The structure level which is at the top of these levels
can provide more knowledge than the source level which is at the bottom of these levels. Zeigler (Zeigler
et al. 2000) proposes three systems problem according to this 4-level hierarchy: in system analysis, we
have an existing system and we are trying to review or create source; in system design, the system doesn’t
exist yet and we are investigating the alternative structures for a new system; in system inference, the
system exists and we are trying to generate the structure. Among them, system inference is a big
challenge of system modeling.
Thanks to D2FD method, it provides a complete method to deal with system inference and mine a
discrete event simulation model. This method contains three parts. In the first part, it provides a new
method to transform the event data to the event logs. The event data is observed from real world and the
event logs is recorded based on XES (Extensible Event Stream) standard (Van der Alast 2011). In the
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second part, a method of transforming event logs into transition systems (Robert 1976) is included. This
method is coming from process mining (Van der Alast 2011). In the third part, a new method of
transforming transition system into Fuzzy-DEVS (Discrete Event System Specification) is proposed.
Fuzzy-DEVS model (Kwon et al. 1996) not only provides a general framework to represent dynamic
systems, but also represents more information including the modularity, frequency and timing aspects.

Figure 1: System problems and hierarchy of knowledge.
The implementation of D2FD method is the plugin based on the Process Mining Framework (ProM).
ProM (Van der Alast 2011) is an open-source framework for collecting tools and applications of process
mining. This plugin is practical and available (Wang 2016). It is also integrated with the tool SimStudio
(Traoré 2008) for the simulation of Fuzzy-DEVS model. This paper presents a mature tool for mining
discrete event simulation model and applies it in two real case studies. These two case studies come from
Rabobank Group ICT (BPI Challenge 2014) and Dutch Employee Insurance Agency (BPI Challenge
2016). The reason of choosing these two challenges as case studies is because the source we choose
comes from data instead of event logs. The data in two case studies are used to mine the Fuzzy-DEVS
models. The simulation results are extended with the results of Fuzzy-DEVS coupled model using fuzzy
cluster (Kaufman et al. 2009).
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some related studies. Section 3 gives a
general view of D2FD method. Section 4 presents the results of two case studies. At last, the paper is
concluded in Section 5.
2

RELATED STUDIES

The event log is usually the starting point of process mining. Jans et al. (2014) proposes a new method to
audit data from bank in reality by auditing relevant information from the event log. Van der Aalst (2015)
proposes a conceptual approach to extract event data from databases. It is recognized as a formal
disciplines before transforming event data into event logs. However, there is no practical example for this
transformation. Process mining is able to mine knowledge from event logs and build models. The typical
methods of process mining are -algorithm and Two Phase Approach (Van der Alast 2011). -algorithm
can discover concurrency but unable to consider about the frequencies. Two Phase Approach has the
shortcoming of the representational bias which cannot represent the timing aspects. In the practical field
of process mining, Thaler et al. (2014) take the data of BPI Challenge 2014. They propose an integrated
solution to make a detailed analysis of data. Heidari et al. (2016) take the data of BPI Challenge 2016.
They propose a new methodology with three major phases before analysis and present the analysis of the
result on the click data. These studies make a complete analysis for data but the underlying relationships
between data are not identified. In other words, the modularity is not taken into account.
Fuzzy-DEVS model, as the extension of DEVS model, is able to represent complex systems.
Bisgambiglia et al. (2010) present fuzzy modeling in a simple way to define complex system DEVS.
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They use fuzzy inference systems (FIS) with DEVS formalism in order to perform the control or the
learning on systems. A case study is used to support this approach. Some other studies (Youcef and
Maamar 2014; Santucci and Capocchi 2014) propose to use fuzzy reasoning rules to indicate a FuzzyDEVS model and apply the corresponding method on real case studies. The shortcoming of these studies
is that the Fuzzy-DEVS models are not mined from real data.
3

D2FD METHOD

The D2FD method has three major stages, as presented in Figure 2: (1) from event data to event logs; (2)
from event logs to transition system; (3) from transition system to Fuzzy-DEVS model. Here we
introduce the general structure of D2FD method.

Figure 2: Structure of D2FD method.
3.1

From Event Data to Event Logs

The data is observed from the world in the data level of Figure 1. However, there are some criteria for
D2FD method. The event data are the starting point and they are selected through the twelve guidelines
from Van der Aalst (2015) and four more guidelines as below.
 All the event data are required to be recorded in the type of csv or excel documents, including
start, middle and end documents;
 Activity names (reference names) should be simple, precise and clear;
 Every activity is structured. They can be grouped to attribute, time, case and instance;
 Events are first ordered by instances and then ordered by time (from early to late).
When the event data is observed, five steps are proposed to transform event data to event logs as
shown in Figure 2. First, we need to set up the goal by the interview of business people. The goal can be
the business problem which we are going to solve. Second, System Entity Structure (SES) (Zeigler et al.
2007) defines a ontological framework in the systems theory. We construct SES from event data in order
to discover the relationships between the activities and refine the event data. Third, we identify the
activities as well as the modularity. The activities can be identified as public activity and private activity.
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If some activities have a strong relationship with some activities in other documents, we can define their
children activities as private activities. Conversely, public activities. Fourth, process instance relates to
the object that you will follow throughout the process. As we get the hierarchy of SES structure, we select
the interesting level according to the goals. This interesting level is related the one of the attributes and
contains several activities. Fifth, the activities of interesting attribute, time, case and instance are
transformed into the parameters of the event logs.
3.2

From Event Logs to Transition System

The method of transforming from event logs to transition system is coming from Two Phase Approach.
Let ST be the state and T be the transition. In this method, there are different methods in different
dimensions to capture states, which leads to different kinds of transition systems. For example, past or
future; set abstraction or multi-set abstraction; k-tail method. In this paper, the state is represented by the
multi-sets of activities. The transition is discovered between these multi-sets.
3.3

From Transition System to Fuzzy-DEVS Model

Fuzzy-DEVS model is based on the Fuzzy-DEVS formalism (Kwon, Park, Jung and Kim 1996) which
applies fuzzy sets theory into the functions of DEVS formalism. It consists of Fuzzy-DEVS atomic model
~
and Fuzzy-DEVS coupled model. A fuzzy atomic model M is characterized by: X is the set of input
~
~
values; Y is the set of output values; S is the set of states; δint is the fuzzy internal transition function; δext
~
~
is the fuzzy external transition function; λ is the fuzzy output function; ta is the fuzzy time advance
function. A coupled model DN is characterized by: D is the DEVS components set; EIC is the external
input coupling; EOC is the external output coupling; IC is the internal coupling; SELECT is the tiebreaking selector. The method of transforming from transition system to Fuzzy-DEVS model is based on
the previous work (Wang et al. 2015). In Fuzzy-DEVS atomic model, an improved region-based approach
is defined to specify state. Let TS = (ST, A, T) be a transition system and R  ST be a subset of states. Pa
is a period time for each activity a  A. R is a region if for each activity a  A and one of the following
conditions holds:





All transition (sT1 , a, sT2 )  T enter R, i.e. sT1  R and sT2  R;
All transition (sT1 , a, sT2 )  T exit R, i.e. sT1  R and sT2  R;
All transition (sT1 , a, sT2 )  T do not cross R, i.e. sT1 , sT2  R or, sT1 , sT2  R;
For all the transitions a1  T1, a2  T2, …, an  Tn enter R, Pa1  Pa2  …  Pan.

Let pa be the private activity and ua be the public activity. According to Fuzzy-DEVS formalism in
chapter 3, the transformation follows the rules:

RS

(1)

Where the state of DEVS atomic model sS.

ua  x  y

(2)

Where the input value xX and the output value yY.

0 s0  S


~
ta  
TF
 Infinite S  S I
1
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Where s0 is the initial state, TF is the result coming from Adapted Fuzzy Time Controller, SI1 is the
input states of all internal transition.

~
T   int
( s1T , ua, s2T )  ( s1 , s2 , int )

(4)

Where s1  R1 and s2  R2, int is the result coming from dependency method.

~
 : ( y, int )

(5)

~
T   ext
( s1T , pa, s2T )  ( s1 , e, x, s2 ,  ext )

(6)

 F ( si  s j )  F ( s j  s i )
i  j

 F ( si  s j )  F ( s j  si )  1
 ( si  s j )  
F ( si  s j )

i  j

F ( si  s j )  1

(7)

Figure 3: Structure of AFTC.
~

Where the elapsed time e: 0  e  ta, ext is the result coming from the dependency method. The
transition system is first divided into regions then transformed into state. The public activities can be the
sets of the input or the output values. If the state is the initial state, the fuzzy time is set as 0. If the state
has no internal transition, the fuzzy time is set infinite. Otherwise, the fuzzy time is calculated based on
Adapted Fuzzy Time Controller (AFTC) as shown in Figure 3. Time duration and remaining time are the
inputs. They first convert into five fuzzy sets by membership function and then defuzzify into five time
crisp value and one speed crisp value. They activate the final fuzzy time based on the rule base of speed.
If the transition T contains the public activity, it is transformed into fuzzy internal transition. If the
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transition T contains the private activity, it is transformed into fuzzy external transition. Both the fuzzy
internal transition and fuzzy external transition have the membership function . It is measured by
Dependency Method. The dependency method is based on Equation 7. The fuzzy output function has the
same membership function as fuzzy internal transition.

~
EIC  {(( N , ip N ), (d , ipd ), (  EIC , e)) ip N  IPorts, d  D, ipd  IPortsd }

(8)

~
EOC  {((d , opd ), ( N , opN ), ( EOC , e)) opN  OPorts, d  D, opd  OPortsd }

(9)

~
IC  {((a, opa ), (b, ipb ), (  IC , e)) a, b  D, opa  Oportsa , ipb  IPortsb }

(10)

In Fuzzy-DEVS coupled model, fuzzy cluster is proposed for integration (Wang et al. 2017). Three
functions are integrated with membership coefficients. In Equation 8, 9 and 10,  is the membership
coefficient calculated based on Dependency Method and e is the elapsed time. While the time elapse, the
membership coefficients may change.
4
4.1

CASE STUDIES
BPI Challenge 2014

The first case study is from BPI Challenge (2014). It covers two parts of an IT Service Management
(ITSM) at Rabobank Group ICT. These parts are Change Management and Incident Management from
the ITIL framework. One of the goals is to design a predictive model to support Incident Management
with less impact of workload at the Service Desk and/or IT operations. There are four case files in CSV.
The “incident.csv” and “incident activity.csv” corresponds to the goal. Table 1 shows the attributes of the
two files. The gray parts are the associated parts. The relationship of these two files is that “incident
activity.csv” is the aspect of “incident.csv” so we focus on “incident activity.csv”. In “incident
activity.csv”, we create a new attribute which is called “DataStampStart” which is taken from the “Open
Time” as the first time of each incident and from “Date Stamp” as the next time of each incident. The
SES structure of “incident activity.csv” can be mined as presented in Figure 4. All the activities are
identified as public activities.
Table 1: The attributes of “incident.csv” and “incident activity.csv”.
Incident
CI Name (aff)
CI Type (aff)
CI Subtype (aff)
Service Comp (aff)
Incident ID
Status
…

Incident activity
Incident ID
DateStamp
IncidentActivityNumber
IncidentActivity Type
Interaction ID
Assignment Group
KM number

In Figure 4, the interesting level is the activities level. We propose to select “Assignment”,
“Communication with customer”, “Communication with vendor”, “External vendor assignment”,
“External vendor reassignment” and “Resolved” as the interesting activities. The attributes of
“DataStampStart” and “DataStamp” are selected as start timestamp and end timestamp. “Incident ID” is
selected as trace.
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Figure 4: SES structure of “incident activity.csv”.

Figure 5: Fuzzy-DEVS model mined from “incident activity.csv”.

Figure 6: Part of fuzzy time results from “incident activity.csv” by using AFTC.
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By executing the plugin for mining discrete event simulation model, we get the Fuzzy-DEVS model
as shown in Figure 5. The state starts from the initial state 1 until it reaches the end state 3. All the
transitions are internal transitions represented as classical arrow. The graphical notation of the internal
transition is combined with output port, “!”, output function and membership function. There is an output
port opa which is called “wm” used for the output functions. Every state has a fuzzy time. The fuzzy time
is calculated by AFTC as shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 presents the simulation results. The number before
colon represents the time series of hours. The activities after colon are output function. The time between
two time series corresponds to the fuzzy time of the state. When the elapsed time is equal to the fuzzy
time, the internal transition with the maximum membership function executes and sends the output
function to the output port “wm”. For example, the first output is “[]” which has a fuzzy time of 0 in
Figure 6. So the time series is 1. The internal transition of “[]” to “Assignment” has the biggest
membership functions. After the fuzzy time of “Assignment” 784 hours, it sends out the output function
“Assignment” to the port “wm” at the time series of 785. The process of the activities shows the critical
workload and the time series show the performance.

Figure 7: Part of simulation results from “incident activity.csv” by using the simulation tool SimStudio.
4.2

BPI Challenge 2016

The second case study is from BPI Challenge (2016). It covers the information of the customers and the
records of the telephone calls in the category of question and complaints from an Dutch Employee
Insurance Agency. The workbook message is contacted by customers through a digital channel (Here the
Dutch language is translated into English). Two main goals can be captured: how the channels are being
used; when customers move from one contact channel to next. Based on the goals, we locate on two files
“Question.csv” and “Werkmap-message.csv”. The corresponding SES structure of “Question.csv” is
shown in Figure 8. WN represents this agency and it has several departments as aspects. “Internet
Helpdesk” are the most interesting department based on goals. All the activities in this department are
listed as aspects without children aspects. All the activities are identified as public activities. The
corresponding SES structure of “Werkmap-message.csv” is quite simple. The department of “Internet
Helpdesk” only has the activity of “Workbook: message”. This activity has variables of “Channel 1” and
“Channel 2”. As “Workbook: message” has a strong relationship with four activities in Figure 8, the
children variables “Channel 1” and “Channel 2” are identified as private activities. The final selected
activities of “Question.csv” are: “Register and login”, “Registration general”, “Registration disturbance”,
“Other general”, “Other disturbance”, “Application benefits: general”, “Application benefits:
disturbance”, “Workbook: general”, “Workbook: application”, “Workbook: taken”, “Workbook:
disturbance”, “Workbook”. The final selected activities of “Werkmap-message.csv” are: “Channel 1”,
“Channel 2”.
By executing the plugin for mining a discrete event simulation model, we get the get the FuzzyDEVS model from “Question.csv” and the Fuzzy-DEVS model from “Werkmap-message.csv” in Figures
9 and 10. In Figure 9, the state starts from the initial state 1 until it reaches the expired state. All the
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transitions are internal transitions represented as classical arrow with the graphical notation. Every state
has a fuzzy time from AFTC. Part of the fuzzy time in the first atomic model is shown in Figure 11. There
is an output port opa which is called “wm” used for the output functions. In Figure 10, the initial state is
state 1. All the transitions are external transitions represented as diamond arrow. The graphical notation of
the external transition is combined with the input port, “?”, external event and membership function.
Event state has an infinite time. There is an input port ipb called “wm” which is the same as the output
port opa. It is used for the external events to execute these external transitions.

Figure 8: SES structure of “Question.csv”.

Figure 9: Fuzzy-DEVS atomic model mined from “Question.csv”.
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Figure 10: Fuzzy-DEVS atomic model mined from “Werkmap-message.csv”.

Figure 11: Part of fuzzy time from “Question.csv” by using AFTC.

Figure 12: Part of simulation results from “Question.csv” and “Werkmap-message.csv” by SimStudio.
The simulation of this case study is based on the Fuzzy-DEVS model which the models in Figures 9
and 10 are coupled together. Part of the simulation results is shown in Figure 12. The number before
colon represents the time series of minute. The activities after colon are output function in the first atomic
model and state in the second atomic model. The state shows the number of the channel which is being
used. The time between two time series corresponds to the fuzzy time of the state in the first atomic
model. When the elapsed time is equal to the fuzzy time, the internal transition with the maximum
membership function executes and sends the output function to the corresponding port “wm”. The second
atomic model receives this output function and execute the external transition with the maximum
membership function. The state moves to a new state. Based on fuzzy cluster, every activities in the first
atomic model has a membership coefficient with external event “Workbook: message”. For example, the
fuzzy time of “Werkmap” is almost 39 minutes in Figure 11. After 39 minutes and at the time series of
40, the output function “Werkmap” has a maximum membership coefficient 0.9995915 with “Workbook:
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message”. So “Werkmap” is sent to the second atomic model and execute the external transition. The
state goes to “channel 1” with the maximum membership function of external transition 0.9999772. This
proves the activity of “Werkmap” is using channel 1. The process of the simulation reveals the critical
activities and handle the two goals of the second case study. The time series show the performance.
5

CONCLUSION

The D2FD method is briefly introduced which extends the knowledge of process mining. The problem of
modularity, frequency, time and event data can be solved through this method. This method is
implemented as a plugin based on the ProM (Wang 2016). SimStudio is integrated for its simulation. Two
case studies illustrates the interoperability and feasibility of this tool. Although the data of two case
studies are quite big and are not completely analyzed, the interesting simulation results by using the
proposed plugin are able to solve business problem and reveal optimal business processes. This tool is
able to identify the underlying variables relationships and make model visual. The identified relationships
and the fuzzy cluster can make the complex and separated data connected each other. However, even if
the mining process from data to Fuzzy-DEVS atomic model is automatic, Fuzzy-DEVS coupled model is
still manual. We anticipate to design a more advanced tool which can mine a complete Fuzzy-DEVS
model. The future work will present a detailed analysis of two case studies by applying this tool.
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